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Abstract—Credit card fraud detection is currently occurring on a large scale everywhere. This problem stands as there has been a sharp increase in the online transactions and usage of e-commerce platforms. It is essential that credit card companies are able to identify deceitful credit card transactions so that customers do not suffer from unnecessary expenditure. Such problems can be dealt with Data Science along with Machine Learning. Credit card frauds usually occur when theft of the card is involved for any of the purposes that are not authorized or even when the fraudster is able to extract the credit card information for their own use. The credit card fraud detection system was introduced to detect such fraudulent activities. The aim of the project is to focus mainly on machine learning algorithms. Random forest algorithm, logistic regression and the SVM algorithm are being used. The results procured from the algorithms are based on accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. The confusion matrix is the basis for the plotting of the ROC curve. A comparison occurs of the Random Forest, Decision tree, LGBM and the Nearest neighbors algorithms and the algorithm that has the greatest accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score is decided as the best algorithm that is used to detect the fraud.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Credit card fraud is a massive term for fraud and larceny committed by using or involving at the time of transferring funds by using the card. There may be a dual purpose here, either to purchase stuff without paying from one’s own pocket or to transfer unauthorized funds from an account. Credit card fraud also accounts for identity theft. Although credit card fraud is sort of an economic crime, it is also the crime which most people associate with ID theft. In 2000, out of 13 billion transactions made annually, approximately 10 million or one out of every 1300 transactions turned out to be fraudulent. Also, 0.05% (5 out of every 10,000) of all monthly active accounts were fraudulent. Presently, fraud detection systems are introduced to safe guard one-twelfth of one percent of all transactions processed which still does not prevent the loss of billions of dollars. Business establishments are in great jeopardy due to credit card frauds today. Therefore, to defy the fraud effectively, it is essential to first understand the mechanisms of executing a fraud. Credit card fraudsters certainly utilize a huge amount of ways to commit fraud. In simple terms, Credit Card Fraud is defined as “when a certain individual uses the other individuals’ credit card for self-sufficient reasons while the owner of the card and the card issuer are in the dark about the happenings with the card”. Card fraud commences either with the larceny of the physical card or with the crucial data associated with the account, that includes the card account number or other information that compulsorily has to be available to a merchant during a permissible transaction. Hence, most of the time it is difficult to identify the credit card fraud. Machine Learning is identified as one of the most accomplished techniques for fraud identification. It uses regression and classification method for guessing fraud in a credit card. Several learning algorithms have been examined for fraud detection in credit cards which comprises of neural networks, Logistic Regression Support Vector Machines and Random Forest. This project testifies the performance of above algorithms. Depending on their ability to list down whether the transaction was authorized or fraudulent and then compares them. The comparison occurs with the help of performance measure accuracy, specificity and precision.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The research on credit card fraud detection uses both Machine Learning and Deep Learning algorithms. In this section, the work done in two different points the methods that are readily available for fraud detection, and The
techniques that are available to handle the imbalanced data. To handle the imbalanced data some of the techniques are available. They are (a) classification methods (b) sampling methods (c) resembling techniques. Here are some of the Machine Learning algorithms that are used for credit fraud detection are support vector machine (SVM), decision trees, logistic regression, gradient boosting, K-nearest neighbor, etc.

In 2019, Yashvi Jain, Namrata Tiwari, Shripriya Dubey, Sarika Jain have researched various techniques [I] for credit cards fraud detection such as support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural networks (ANN), Bayesian Networks, Hidden Markov Model, K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) Fuzzy Logic system and Decision Trees. In their paper, they have observed that the algorithms knearest neighbor, decision trees, and the SVM give a medium level accuracy. The Fuzzy Logic and Logistic Regression give the lowest accuracy among all the other algorithms. Neural Networks, naive bayes, fuzzy systems, and KNN offer a high detention rate.

The Logistic Regression, SVM, decision trees offer a high detection rate at the medium level. There are two algorithms namely ANN and the Naïve Bayesian Networks which perform better at all parameters. These are very much expensive to train. There is a major drawback in all the algorithms. The drawback is that these algorithms don’t give the same result in all types of environments. They give better results with one type of datasets and poor results with another type of dataset. Algorithms like KNN and SVM give excellent results with small datasets and algorithms like logistic regression and fuzzy logic systems give good accuracy with raw and un-sampled data used.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The main aim of this project is to classify the transactions that have both the fraud and non-fraud transactions in the dataset using algorithms like that the Random Forest, Decision tree, LGBM and the Nearest neighbors algorithms. Then these three algorithms are compared to choose the algorithm that best detects the credit card fraud transactions. The process flow for the credit fraud detection problem includes the splitting of the data, model training, model deployment, and the evaluation criteria. In this model we take the Kaggle credit card fraud dataset and pre-processing is to be done for the dataset. Now to prepare the model we have to split the data into the training data and the testing data. We use the training data to prepare the Random Forest and the LGBM models. Then we develop both the models. Finally, the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score is calculated for both the models. Finally the comparison of the credit card fraud transactions more accurately.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The Credit card fraud detection proceeds in the following way. Firstly Read the dataset. Random Sampling is done on the data set to make it balanced. Then Divide the dataset into two parts i.e. Train dataset and Test dataset. Step Feature selection are applied for the proposed models. Accuracy and performance metrics has been calculated to know the efficiency for different algorithms. Then retrieve the best algorithm based on efficiency for the given dataset.

- Algorithm to be used – Random Forest, Decision tree, LGBM and the Nearest neighbors.
algorithms. Then retrieve the best algorithm based on efficiency for the given dataset.

IV. Results

- **Fig 3. Data set**
- **Fig 4. Algorithm**
- **Fig 5. Output**

Table 1. Algorithm steps for finding the Best algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Import the dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Convert the data into data frames format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Do random oversampling using ROSE package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Decide the amount of data for training data and testing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Give 70% data for training and remaining data for testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Assign train dataset to the models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Choose the algorithm among 3 different algorithms and create the model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Make predictions for test dataset for each algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Calculate accuracy for each algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Apply confusion matrix for each variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Compare the algorithms for all the variables and find out the best algorithm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Conclusion

In this paper, Machine learning technique like Logistic regression, SVM and Random forest were used to detect the fraud in credit card system. Sensitivity, Specificity, accuracy and error rate are used to evaluate the performance for the proposed system. By comparing all the three method, the best Algorithm is found.
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